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Using Marketing Researcli Techniques to

Improve Quality and Service

Tony Rahilly, Durham Collège. Oshawa, Ontario

Abstract: Marketers hâve long used Focus Group Interviews and Surveys to explore the attitudes and

perceptions oftheir customers, and to understand their behaviour. Thèse same techniques can be used

to examine and improve program quality, assess the effectiveness of collège publications, and to

explore the image of the collège.

The Quality Movcment and Marketing Rcscarch

The Quality movcment lias moved into the North

Americun educational sector in the last few years. A

key componcnl of that quality révolution is the

identification ot' students and other clients as

customers. As many collèges become more commilted

to a marketing orientation, they hâve corne to realize

that collèges that succeed in the 1990s will do so by

staying close to its customers.

Staying close is achieved by continuously

consulting customers and clients and leaming their

opinions and attitudes on the quality of products.

programs and services. To the marketers of some giants

of the industrial world, such as Proctor and Gamble.

Johnson and Johnson and Hewlett-Packard, this is not

news. This has always been a central marketing idea;

stay close to your customer.

Who are the customers of collèges? The list can be

made surprisingly long. One possible list is:

1. Students; current, graduâtes, early leavers,

potential — full-time & part-time.

2 employers;

3 organizations that refer or sponsor students or

use collèges' services and programming;

govemment. business and industry. labour,

community and accréditation associations;

4. the community;

5. internai customers

Ongoing input from thèse sources contributes to

improved quality of collèges" programs and services.

As well. expérience shows that thèse various clients are

usually pleased to be asked for their opinion and

expertise. Many express appréciation for a college's

efforts to be responsive to their needs.

Two effective methods of consulting that have long

been the mainstay of marketing research are focus

group interviews and surveys. Both methods can be

gênerai or spécifie, depending upon the requirements of

the situation. They can be used scparately, together, or

with other forms of research; they can yield valuable

input on a variety of issues important to collèges'

customers and clients.

Staying Close to Your Customers — Esamples

I. Collège Calendar

Up to a few years ago. our collège presented a

conservative face to its primary customers, secondary

school students, their teachers and guidance

counsellors.The calendar cover was low key, with little

colour. The interior was not designed for ease of

reading, though much information was packed into it.

We decided to move to a new format; the question

was what should our calendar be. We needed feedback

from some our key customer groups; guidance

counsellors, secondary school students and some of our

own students. So, we designed a séries of focus groups

sessions.

We asked guidance counsellors their opinion on

calcndars; what they liked; what they didn't like; how

they used them; which sections they used most; what

impact covers had — and much more.

We asked secondary school students to evaluate

calendars from a variety of institutions. We were

particularly interested in their perception of thèse

institutions from the appearance of the calendars;

which institution would they choose based on

appearance. We also explored how they used the

calendars and the information they felt was important.

We asked our own students for their opinion of our

current calendar and the influence it had on their

choice. We asked about the quality of the information

and the easc of finding information they needed or

wanted.
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During ail thèse interviews, we also explored the

impact of images — photographs and illustrations and

layout. We did not conduct a survey.

Some initially controversial décisions were made.

Detailed course descriptions were dropped. salary

ranges for graduâtes were included; the size was

changed froni a convenient small book size to a large

814 x 11" format. Full colour was used throughout and

we designed a dramatic new cover.

The resull surprised even us. The réception of our

new calendar at the secondary schools was

overwhclmingly positive. It had an impact on our

image among secondary students, presenting a vibrant,

exciting, more modem image. It was a great feeling to

visit the schools for présentations and find that the

calendar was very popular; not the least becausc of its

dramatic cover.

Very pleasing to us was the récognition by our

peers. This calendar won a Trillium Award of

Excellence From the Ontario College's Communications

and Public Relations Group. And this year we were

awarded a first place Paragon Award by the National

Council for Marketing and Public Relations (NCMPR)

of the American Association of Community and Junior

Collèges.

Feedback from our customers certainly led to

startling changes. Wc hâve followed up this year with

some further work; the results will bc incorporated into

our next calendar.

2. Program & Curriculum Review.

In the past few years, Durham Collège has placed

more emphasis on providing quality programs and

services to our students. Our Program Review Model

for Evaluation and Review makes extensive use of

surveys and focus groups.

Students, faculty, service providers, graduâtes,

employer* arc included in the évaluation of our

programs. Focus groups often provide much of the

initial feedback; surveys are used to provide measures

of attitude towards programs, their curriculi and

instruction.

In a récent Curriculum Review of our Légal

Administration Review program changes to the

curriculum hâve been made to reduce the overlap and

redundancy in the administration portion of the

curriculum. What is interesting is that we were aware

of overlap, but not of its extent and the négative impact

it had on our students.

It is also encouraging to see what is being done

well. Feedback from employers and graduâtes is often a

good boost to those delivering the program as they see

the good results from their efforts.

Example Overload

Other ares where focus groups and surveys can be

used to improve quality and service through feedback:

1. Student services — review of services from

admissions to placement; helpfulness, satisfaction,

areas of concern.

2. Adult students — barriers faced in pursuing entry

into programs, expérience as a mature student,

suitability of information provided.

3. Non-Traditional careers — expérience of women

graduâtes in skilled trades & technology, barriers

faced during program, help given in finding

employment.

4. Employer groups — hiring practices, levels of

awareness and knowledge of collège programs,

training needs, satisfaction with graduâtes.

Focus Groups: Getting close to the customer

With Focus Groups you can get close to your

customers by dealing with them, face-to-face, live

people whose reactions and perceptions can be

explored on the spot. They are an excellent way of

asking your students, clients and other stakeholders,

what they think and feel about your college's programs

and services.

A focus group interview is a loosely structured,

free-flowing interview of a small group of people

whose attitudes and opinions are considered relevant to

the issues being researched. The interview is usually

conducted by a trained moderator. The emphasis is on

group interaction focussed on a selected séries of topics

introduced by the moderator.

Uses of Focus Groups

Focus groups can be used in a variety of way s.

They are often used in the exploratory stage of any
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research project as an aid to defining the research

problcm or problcms. When you are not sure exactly

what it is you necd to research, or how to go about it,

focus groups are an idéal starting point.

A major difficulties in conducling surveys is

ensuring that the vvords and phrases used mean the

samc thing to the respondents as they do to the

researchers. Focus groups can be used to establish the

vocabulary of the target group.

They allow you to explore the awareness and

knowledge of a groups. any expectations they may

hâve of your programs & services, and their attitudes

and satisfaction. Surveys used for évaluation,

satisfaction and attitude measurement require that the

attributes be known in advance. Thèse can be

déterminée! through a séries of focus groups.

Advantagcs & Disadvantage.?

They are a fast and efficient mcans of gathering

information. Thc large number of peuple being

intcrvicwed at once allows the gathcring of a great deal

of information. A key advantage is group interaction;

as individuals speak, they often spark ideas in the

minds of otlier members of thc group. Conversation

snowballs as a topic is discusscd, often allowing

unexpeeled issues to corne to thc surface. Croup

conversation allows for a great deal of spontaneity by

group members.

It is a great advantage to hear what your students

and clients hâve to say about their expérience, receive

feedback about their satisfaction vvith the programs and

services offered, and to listen lo their concerns and

their ideas for change.

For collèges, espccially in thèse limes, a major

advantage is that focus groups arc relatively

inexpensive, requiring few resources. Tthey can be

designed and conducted with relatively little

expérience. They are also easier to conduct than

surveys and hâve less risk attached.

There is a down side, of course. Though easier to

conduct lhan surveys, they arc not as easy to conduct

as it appears. Since they are not statistically designed

— statistically designed probability samples are not

used — the results cannot be generalized. They cannot

hâve the same validity as properly conducted surveys.

Focus Group Participants

Usually. fïve to twelve participants are needed for

an effective focus group. Two to four focus group

sessions are usually adéquate. This means you need

anywhcre from ten to forty-eight individuals. Since

many people you ask to attend a focus group do not

appear, you will need to draw your focus groups from

a pool of 20 to 100 people.

Participants arc recruited from the population of

interest. If you are interested in thc attitudes of full-

time postsecondary students, then you will draw your

participants from that group. Thcse individuals do not

hâve to be randomly chosen from the target group, as

with surveys, but some thought has to be given to how

représentative the participants of the focus group

should be. Group members should be relatively

homogenous, though some contrast is désirable.

Thc research purpose and the topics selected for the

focus group discussion should be the primary factors

that détermine who arc idéal participants. It is

important, however, that individuals chosen to

participate should be willing and able to contribute.

Conducting Focus Groups — The Moderator

The moderator plays a key rolc. They need to be

"people people," that is those who seem readily able to

make others feel at ease in their company; warm;

friendly. Yct, moderators need to be able to take and

keep charge; it is the moderator who controls the

group. In thc most successful groups, the participants

lalk to each other with the moderator directing only

when necessary.

The moderator créâtes a comfortable, relaxcd

atmosphère, describes the process and outlines the

"rules." Rapport with the group should be established

at thc outset.

Moderators need to listen carefully and show

genuine interest in ail opinions expressed. A fcw

caveats: there is no need to adhère slavishly to thc

agenda, the conversation should be allowed to flow

naturally; jargon should be avoided; and head-nodding

should bc controlled.

Thc main job for the moderator during a focus

group, besides ensuring the topics are addressed, is to

keep the discussion focusscd and flowing. Moderators

must bc able to: encourage ail participants to express

themselves; maintain a smooth flow in the
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conversation; move the conversation along whcn it

appears to bog down; sensé whcn (opics are exhausted;

sensé when topics become threatening to the group, or

any individual; control any group influences; avoid

letting dominant individuals or sub-groups take control;

avoid comments that might signal approval or

disapproval of comments made; and avoid giving

Personal opinion.

A few thoughts to keep in mind: people discussing

a new concept tend to be conservative; if critical on

one issue, group members tend to be less critical on the

next; participants in focus groups tend to be more

outgoing individuals than the average. And last, but not

least. keep in mind that a high degree of judgemcnt is

involved. Do not give any particular comment more

importance than it deserves.

Focus Facilitics & Props

An advantage of conducting focus groups is that not

much is needcd in the way of facilities. You need a

room suitable for tvvelve people and any others présent

(observors.) Choose a place where background noise

will not interfère.

I use an audio-tape to record ail my focus groups. I

cxplain why I need the help — my handwriting is

déplorable, and I can pay more attention to the group.

Video-taping a session also can be useful. You will

find that almost no onc objects. If you do intend to

tape the sessions, don't forget to bring extra batteries,

extension cords, tapes etc.

It also hclps to plan topics for small talk. This will

help the opening sessions and you can influence the

atmosphère and create the right amount of rapport and

trust.

If you know your participants ahead of time, it

helps to seat experts and loud participants next to the

moderaior, and set shy and quiet participants direct!}'

across from the moderaior.

Analysis & Interprétation

Any analysis of the focus group sessions should

relate to the research purpose and objectives thaï hâve

been set. Gel iranscripts made of any tapes and notes.

Where possible, you should read ail the summarics at

one sitting.

Examine one question or topic at a time. Try to

capture the range of impressions and observations;

consider the words used and how they were used. Try

to put comments into context so that the implications

are obvious. You should search for the big ideas; and if

your focus group is a prélude to a survey design, look

for hypothèses for further testing. or the attributes of

importance.

Survcys — How & How Not To

At some point you will décide you want to survey

your customers. If you are Hke most people, you will

simply make up a questionnaire, and ask people to

complète it. If you are lucky, you will learn how not to

do it, the hard way. If you are not lucky, you will not

realize that the information you obtained is uselcss.

There are so many ways to "how not to" conduct a

survey, and they can lead to disastrous results.

Yet, surveys need not be difficult. Yes, there are

many pitfalls, and things to avoid. However, knowing

the "how to" of conducting surveys and taking a

"research design" approach to your survey, will give

you a better chance of getting the information you

need, and in a form that you will be able to use.

The following "research design" rnodel will help

you put together a successful survey project:

1. Détermine the research objectives.

2. List the needed data.

3. If necessary, make a preliminary investigation.

4. Détermine who is to be surveyed, and how they

will be selected and how many.

5. Select the appropriate type of survey

6. Create the questionnaire and test it.

7. Collect the data.

8. Analyse the data.

The Why of the Survey

With focus group research, you can afford to be

unclcar about the purpose or the results. You may not

even know quite what to study, yet still be able to

design and conduct useful focus groups. Not so with

surveys.

You must identify the purpose for the survey; what

are you trying to accomplish. Identify the fundamental

nature of the spécifie issues, problems or situation to

be investigated; éléments, relationships involved;

background information.
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You should think in lernis of the uses to which the

information will be put. What décisions might be

made?What actions may follow?

Since surveys are relatively more time consuming

and expensive than focus groups. you will also need to

considcr timing and costs.

List the needed data

Make an inventory of the data you need to meel

your research objectives. List spécifie research

questions. It is important to make a distinction

between questions to which you want answers. and

questions you may ask of people. It may take two or

more questions on a questionnaire to answer one

research question.

Make sure you note ihe différence between

qualitative and quantitative data. This will influence the

manner in which you ask questions. A survey is a

quantitative measuring instrument and should contain

questions that gather primarily quantitative data.

You May Nccd A Prcliminary Investigation

Where possible, examine any previous data that

may be available. This can save asking unnecessary

questions, or making sure that you ask the right ones.

Focus groups can help refine your questionnaire. As

mentioned, they can be used to détermine the list of

topics to be explored, the attributes and attitudes to be

measured, and ensure you are using the language —

common words and phrases — of your survey

population.

If time allows, conduct a pilot survey. You can use

a small non-random sample, or a focus group. Using a

focus group has the added advantage of exploring

defects in the survey, and how and why questions were

answered the way they were.

Whom and How Many Should be Surveyed

You must idenlify your target population.

Sometimes it may be obvious. such as students

currently attending a full-time post-secondary program.

You will be choosing a sample from this group. a

sample that is to represent the group. This implies you

must know the population from which the sample will

be drawn. Define the population in ternis of those

people who hâve the information you seek; identify the

qualities that qualify someone as a respondent.

You will need a means of choosing individuals

from the population of interest. A good sample is one

that provides a systematic and unbiased method of

selecting respondents. Usually, you should use some

form of probability sample; simple random sampling

where each individual has an cqual chance of being

selected; stratified random sample, where the

population is first divided into sub-groups and then a

simple random sample is taken from each sub-group;

cluster sample, where the population is divided into

sub-groups and a simple random sample is taken from

the sub-groups, and each individual in a sub-group is

interviewed; a combination of methods.

For our annual survey of student expérience and

satisfaction, we use a stratified cluster random sample.

The college's divisions are identified as strata from

which samples will be drawn. Each class within a

division is identified as a cluster. We takc a simple

random sample of classes within each division and ask

each member of the sampled classes to complète a

survey.

Sampling error results because the people in a

sample are not perfectly représentative of the average

for the population. Sampling bias, or non-sampling

error is due to extraneous factors, and is usually

systematic. It is more important to control sample bias

than sampling error.

Sampling error is controlled by the size of the

sample, the number individuals interviewed. You need

a sample large enough to meet your needs. A good

number to start with is 100 respondents. But, if there

are many subgroups, you should try to make sure each

subgroup has at least thirty individuals in the sample

group. (This is only necessary if the sub-group is to be

analyzed separately from the other groups.)

Mail, Téléphone or Personal Interview

The three primary methods of conducting a survey

are through the mail (or any kind of sclf-conducted

survey, where a person complètes a questionnaire

without the présence of an interviewer), téléphone

interview, or personal, face-to-face interview. No one

method is superior. It dépends on scveral factors; cost;

time; quantity of data collection; type of data to be

collected.
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Gcnerally, téléphone surveys are the fastest,

Personal interviews allow the collection of a large

quantity of data, and mail surveys are the cheapest.

Thèse must bc wcighcd against the impossibility of

asking certain types of questions on the phone, the

large non-rcsponsc rate of mail, and the high cost and

length of time to conduct personal interviews.

Dc.signinf> the Questionnaire

Start with a list of topics you wish to study. If you

have donc focus groups before the survey, you will be

ablc to check this against the list devcloped. List the

research questions, keeping in mind you may need

more than one question to answer one research

question.

Prépare your questionnaire so that it can be

interpreted and used in the same way by each

interviewer and respondent. The most effective surveys

are ones that are easy to l'ill out. Make sure you give

adéquate instructions to both the interviewers and the

respondents. You should détermine how the answers

will be tabulated before formulating the questions.

Place démographie questions, like income and âge,

at the end of the questionnaire. This way they won't

distract your respondents, or annoy them. You will

need to décide if respondents can be anonymous or not.

Usually, the response rate is better for anonymous

questionnaires. In any case, at least give a guarantee of

confidenliality.

Question wording is critical. A few guidelines:

• Kcep questions as short as possible .

• Use everyday words.

• Ask only necessary questions

• Ask only questions thaï have a reasonable chance

of being answered, and answered truthfully.

• Use structured questions with list of alternatives

that can be checked olï; use scales where possible.

• Avoid too many open-ended and YES/No

questions.

• Avoid ambiguous, embarrassing, confusing,

threatening or offensive words.

• Avoid biased questions — more difficult than it

seeins.

• Avoid questions that invite respondents to seek

prestige.

• Start with gênerai or more interesting questions

before moving to the spécifie.

• Don't ask respondents to rely too much on meraory.

Collcctlng the Data

This is straightforward, though the means dépends

on the survey method chosen. If interviewers are to be

used, make sure they receive adéquate training. You

must take every opportunity to ensure as full a

response as possibility.

It is often thought that response rates from surveys

are low, 10% to 30%. This should not be so. A good

introduction, cover letter, etc. with good follow-up

should move response rates over 60%. Our student

survey usually cornes in at an 80 - 90% response rate.

Now That You Have The Numbcrs, What Are You

Going To Do With Them

Most people are intimidated when faced with

statistics. This need not be so. True, complex statistical

analysis of surveys can look intimidating, but any

analysis must be of use to those using the data.

Statistics are only use to suppress unimportant détail

and reveal important findings.

In analysis you should follow a systematic

approach. Following is a simple way to approach data

analysis.

• Vertfy the sample size, representativeness and

validate the sample (may be necessary where

interviewers are used.)

• Edit the returns; legibility; completeness;

consistency; accuracy; freedom from obvious error.

• Classify the data — especially the open-ended

answers.

• Code responses, if not already done.

• Tabulate the data; frequency distributions; cross-

tabulations; graphs.

• Summarize the data; frequency/proportions; means,

médians, modes; variability: standard déviation,

range, maximums & minimums; distribution shape:

skewness, kurtosis.Association: corrélation,

régression, contingency tables. Recode data where

useful

• Draw inferences: estimation, hypothesis testing.

• Other descriptive techniques: régression analysis;

factor analysis; cluster analysis ...

Conclusion

Marketing research techniques have long been used

by marketers to keep in touch with their customers.
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Quality and service can be improved by obtaining Thcy arc more difficult to conduct than focus groups,

fccdback i'rom those using your services. but must be used when you need quantitative

information from représentâtive samplcs.

Focus groups are casy to run. takc Unie lime and

resources, and provide excellent fccdback, cspecially on Thc succcss of thèse techniques in my own collège

attitudes, feclings and ideas. lias Icd to a growing dcsirc to Icam more aboul thc

pcoplc wc serve and how best to serve them.

Surveys are measurement tools. Thcy provide

quantitative data in ternis of how many, what

proportion and so on, about a population of interest.
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